
1. Introduction
Hydrazine and its derivatives are currently used as

liquid monopropellants in various spacecraft. However, the
toxicity and high volatility of hydrazine and its derivatives
make handling difficult and also increase manufacturing
costs. Hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) -based liquid
propellant such as SHP163, is one of the most promising
candidates as a replacement for commonly used
hypergolic propellants such as hydrazine１）-３）. For this
reason, there have been many experimental and
theoretical studies regarding the combustion behavior of
HAN-based propellants４）-11）. Previous studies have shown
that some HAN solutions exhibit extremely high burning
rates, and this behavior has limited the potential
applications of such propellants３）-６）, since elevated burning

rates can lead to serious accidents12）-14）. Therefore, the
safe use of HAN-based propellants will require advanced
combustion control techniques and an appropriate
understanding of the combustion behavior of this
compound.
A detailed chemical reaction model is helpful when

investigating rapid transient phenomena such as ignition
and extinction. Khare et al.15）studied the ignition behavior
of HAN/water solutions and developed a theoretical
model incorporating earlier gas phase16）,17）and condensed
phase reaction models, such as the electrolysis of ionic
liquids and the Lee and Litzinger models18）. Khare et al.15）
calculated ignition delays using this same model and
discussed the adequacy of electrolytically induced ignition
systems for HAN-based propellants. Lee and Litzinger18）
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developed a reduced reaction model consisting of eight
reactions based on previously proposed reaction
mechanisms19）,20）, and calculated reaction rates by
simulating the experimental decomposition process and
applying an inverse analysis technique.
Ab initio computations are useful to determine reactions

that should be excluded from a mechanism based on
thermodynamic arguments. Our previous theoretical
study investigated the initial decomposition and HONO
catalytic decomposition of aqueous HAN solutions as
represented by reactions; NH２OH + HNO３ ⇌ HONO +
HNO + H２O and NH２OH + HONO ⇌ N２O + 2H２O21）. In the
initial decomposition, mechanisms for the charge neutral-
neutral bimolecular reactions (NH２OH + HNO３→ HNO +
HONO + H２O and NH３O + HNO３→ HNO + HONO + H２O),
ion-neutral bimolecular reaction (NH３OH＋ + HNO３ →
HNO + HONO + H２O + H+) and HNO３ self-decomposition
(HNO３+ HNO３→ N２O５+ H２O) were found. The maximum
energy barriers (total electron energy) for each of these
reactions were respectively calculated as 124.8, 88.7, 91.7
and 89.8 kJ mol-１. Each of these reaction schemes appears
to be thermodynamically viable and all yield the same
products. The overall initial decomposition reaction can be
summarized using a single equation: HAN → HONO +
HNO + H２O. The primary scheme will depend on the
concentrations of the various species in the reaction
solution. HAN dissociates to form ion pairs in water, with
NH３OH＋ and NO３- being the major species. Therefore, we
conclude that the NH３OH＋ + HNO３ reaction mechanism is
dominant during the initial HAN decomposition in aqueous
solution.
We also developed six HAN/HONO catalytic

decomposition pathways, with each of these schemes
providing the same overall reaction: NH２OH + HONO →
N２O + 2H２O21）. These schemes can be divided according to
combinations of oxidizers (HONO, trans-ONONO２
(�-ONONO２) or N２O３) and reductants (NH２OH or NH３OH+).
In the HONO oxidizing scheme, HONO directly attacks
NH２OH or NH３OH＋ to yield N２O and H２O (or H３O+) (��０‡
= 171.2 or 74.9 kJ mol-１). In the�-ONONO２ scheme, HONO
reacts with HNO３ to give�-ONONO２ (��０‡= 11.4 kJ mol-１)
and the �-ONONO２ oxidizes NH２OH or NH３OH＋ (��０‡ =
－44.8 or 22.6 kJ mol-１). In the N２O３ mechanism, two
HONO molecules decompose to yield N２O３ (��０‡= 50.4 kJ
mol-１) and the N２O３ oxidizes NH２OH or NH３OH＋ (��０‡ =
－1.7 or 33.9 kJ mol-１). Based on the energy barrier results,
the�-ONONO２oxidizing scheme is the most plausible.
All possible reaction paths should be included in the

detailed reaction model to predict the combustion
behavior of HAN-based propellants accurately. Our
previous study22）did not cover radical reactions initiated
by homolytic cleavage of HNO３. HAN must have a radical
reaction in the decomposition path analogous to
ammonium nitrate (AN). AN, which has a similar chemical
structure ([NH４]＋[NO３]-) to HAN ([NH３OH]+[NO３]-), has
two reaction paths, ionic and radical22）-24）. As the
temperature increases, the ionic decomposition of AN is
thought to be overtaken by high temperature radical
decomposition, and Brower et al. 25） suggested a

mechanism for the radical reaction of AN at elevated
temperatures (����K). Brower et al.25）also revealed that
the cleavage of HNO３, HNO３→ OH· + NO２·, was found to
trigger the AN radical reaction and the major products
were determined to be N２O and H２O, generated via
NH２NO３. In this mechanism, AN initially dissociates into
HNO３ and NH３, followed by homolytic cleavage of the
HO-N bond in HNO３. Following this cleavage, a fast
radical-chain reaction develops and yields large amounts
of gaseous N２, NO and H２O with large exothermic heat.
The aim of the present study is to gain a better

understanding of the radical decomposition path in
aqueous HAN solution based on ab initio principles. To
this end, we have investigated energetics of reactions by
using quantum chemistry computations, which are helpful
with regard to determining which reactions to remove
from the mechanism based on thermodynamics. If a
reaction is found to be highly endothermic, or considerably
more endothermic than a competing pathway, then that
reaction may be safely omitted from the mechanism.

2. Computational
The geometries of the reactants, products and transition

states (TSs) were optimized at the �B97X-D26）/6-311++G
(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent=water) level of theory using the
Gaussian 09 program package27）. Gordon et al.26）developed
the�B97X-D method, which includes empirical dispersion
forces and is believed to be reliable when applied to
systems with weak van der Waals forces. Their group also
reported that the �B97X-D method yields satisfactory
accuracy for kinetics and non-covalent interactions26）.
During computations, TSs were extensively searched for
and, if found, an intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
calculation was conducted in order to assign reactants and
products to the TS.
The energies of corresponding molecules were

evaluated at the CBS-QB328）/SCRF=(solvent=water) level
of theory, since this is a reasonable time-expense complete
basis method. In this study, geometries and frequencies
were calculated at the �B97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level, the
optimized geometries were fixed with no changes allowed,
and the energies were calculated using the CBS-QB3
method. CBS-QB3 is understood to represent a cost-
effective strategy for obtaining chemically accurate
thermochemical calculations.
Solvent effects were included by applying the self-

consistent reaction field (SCRF) and polarizable
continuum model (PCM) options within the program when
investigating the reactions of aqueous HAN solution. We
applied the dielectric constant of water (���������).

3. Results and discussion
The important reactions associated with the radical

decomposition of aqueous HAN solution, along with their
energy barriers and energy changes calculated at the CBS
-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent=water)
level of theory, are provided in Table 1. These reactions
are discussed in detail in the following sections. In the case
of each reaction addressed in this paper, the total energy
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change at 0 K (���) between the transition state and the
reactants (��０‡) is considered. It should be noted that any
prediction of chemical reactions makes use of free energy.
However, a method that can provide accurate free
energies of aqueous-phase molecules has not yet been
established. The contribution of solvent effects obtained
using the SCRF is normally added to the electronic energy
using standard quantum chemical programs. Other
contributions to the enthalpy and entropy are evaluated
using the formalism based on statistical mechanics under
the ideal-gas model assumption. That might be the cause
of significant errors in computing free energy of liquid
species. The effect of the nuclear motions of the solutes,
which is not included explicitly by the SCRF treatment,
also contributes to the thermodynamic properties. Thus,
we used the total energy change to discuss a reasonable
reaction path in this study.

3.1 Homolytic cleavage of nitric acid: HNO3→ NO2・+ OH・
Homolytic cleavage of HNO３ (R1) starts the radical

reaction. We investigated the reaction in a previous study
to identify the radical reaction path of ammonium
nitrate22）. The associated energy barrier was calculated to
be 205.0 kJ mol-１ at the CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311++G(d,
p)/SCRF=(solvent=water) level of theory.

3.2 NH2OH + radicals
Following R1, the decomposition proceeds via a fast

radical-chain reaction. We identified and investigated
possible initial chain-propagating reactions as below (R2
and R3).

NH２OH + OH· → NH２O· + H２O (R2)
NH２OH + OH· → HNOH· + H２O (R3)

Figure 1 depicts the potential energy profiles and
optimized structures for this reaction. Here, the OH·
abstracts H· from NH２OH. There are two methods for H·
abstraction. One is a transition from the OH in NH２OH to
yield NH２O· and the other is from NH２· to yield HNOH·.
The associated energy barriers for these reactions in
water were determined to be 10.5 kJ mol-１ (R2) and 5.2 kJ
mol-１ (R3), respectively, at the CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311
++G(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent=water) level of theory. The
associated heats of reaction were －191.3 and －145.2 kJ
mol-１ at the same level of theory. R3 is kinetically

preferable to R2, but R2 is thermally preferable to R3.
This work also identified other initial chain-propagating

reaction series following R1, as shown below (R4-R7).

NH２OH + NO２· → NH２O· + HNO２ (R4)
NH２OH + NO２· → NH２O· + HONO (R5)
NH２OH + NO２· → NHOH· + HNO２ (R6)
NH２OH + NO２· → NHOH· + HONO (R7)

Figure 2 shows the potential energy profiles for these four
reactions as well as the optimized structures. The H·
abstraction from NH２OH can be divided into four reactions
by combination of product species (NH２O·, HNOH·, HNO２,
and HONO). The associated energy barriers of R4-R7
were calculated to be 66.4, 61.2, 34.3, and 76.3 kJ mol-１, and
the associated heats of reaction calculated to be －1.2,
－23.8, 44.9, and 22.3, respectively. R4 and R5 are
exothermic reactions, but R6 and R7 are endothermic
reactions because HNOH· is an unstable radical compared
to NH２O·. The energy barrier and heat of reaction
indicated that R6 is kinetically preferable, but R5 is
thermally preferable.
We previously calculated the energy barrier for the

analogous H· abstraction reactions between NO２· and NH３
in the reaction mechanism of AN decomposition at the
same level of theory22）. The energy barrier and heat of
reaction were determined to be 144.7 (NH３+NO２·⇌NH２+
HNO２) and 116.6 kJ mol-１ (NH３+NO２·⇌NH２+HONO),
respectively. Because these barriers are too high
compared to other possible reactions in AN decomposition,
we concluded that these reactions are not dominant in AN
decomposition. In contrast, H· abstractions from NH２OH
have much more reasonable barriers than ones from NH３.
The difference in reactivity of NH３ and NH２OH seems to
be the cause for the difference in thermal stability of AN
and HAN.

3.3 NH2O・+ radicals and HNOH・+ radicals
This work examined the radical-quenching reaction

between NH２O·, HNOH· and OH· as follows (R8-R11).
NH２O· + OH· → NH２(O)OH (R8)
NH２(O)OH→ HNO + H２O (R9)
HNOH· + OH· → HN(OH)２ (R10)
HN(OH)２→ HNO + H２O (R11)

Figure２ Potential energy profiles for the reactions of NH２OH
+ NO２·, as calculated at the CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-
311++G (d, p) /SCRF= (solvent=water) level of
theory.

Figure１ Potential energy profile for the reaction of NH２OH +
OH·, as calculated at the CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311
++G (d, p) /SCRF= (solvent=water) level of theory.
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The calculation at the CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)
/SCRF=(solvent=water) level of theory reveals that R8
and R10 does not have a barrier and the radicals binds to
produce intermediates, as shown in Figure 3. Then, the
intermediates decompose to yield same products, HNO
and H２O, via transition states.
This work also examined other radical-quenching

reactions between NH２O· and NO２· following R2 (R12-R15).

NH２O· + NO２· → HNO + HONO (R12)
NH２O· + NO２· → HNO + HNO２ (R13)
NHOH· + NO２· → HNO + HONO (R14)
NHOH· + NO２· → HNO + HNO２ (R15)

Figure 4 shows the potential energy profile for these four
reactions as well as the optimized structures. The H·
abstraction from NH２O· can be divided into two reactions
by product species (HNO２ and HONO). The energy
barriers of R12 and R13 were calculated to be 50.4 and 41.3
kJ mol-１, and the associated heats of reaction calculated to
be －36.0 and －58.6 kJ mol-１, respectively. R12 yielding
HONO is preferable to R13 yielding HNO２ both kinetically
and thermally. The H· abstraction from HNOH· can also be
divided into two reactions by product species. The energy

barriers of R14 and R15 were calculated to be 44.5 and
101.3 kJ mol-１, and the associated heats of reaction
calculated to be －82.1 and －104.7 kJ mol-１, respectively.
Because the energy barrier is much higher for R15 than R
14, R15 can be omitted from possible reaction paths.

3.4 Decomposition of nitroxyl (HNO)
This work investigated decomposition of nitroxyl

(HNO). First, H· subtraction from HNO by OH· and NO２·
was examined.

HNO + OH· → NO· + H２O (R16)
HNO + NO２· → NO· + HONO (R17)
HNO + NO２· → NO· + HNO２ (R18)

Figure 5 depicts the potential energy profile and
optimized structures for this reaction. Here, OH· and NO２·
abstract H· from HNO. The associated energy barriers for
these reactions in water were determined to be 7.9, 17.5 kJ
mol-１, and 42.2 kJ mol-１, respectively, at the CBS-QB3//�B
97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent=water) level of
theory.
HNO decomposes via the dimer of hyponitrous acid29）,30）.

Thus, this work also investigated dimerization and
decomposition of HNO as follows.

HNO + HNO→ HN(O)NHO (R19)
HN(O)NHO (+ H２O) → N(O)NHOH (+ H２O) (R20, R21)
N(O)NHOH (+ H２O) → N２O + H２O (+ H２O) (R22, R23)

Figure 6 presents the potential energy profiles and
optimized structures for the decomposition of the
intermediate species HN(O)NHO and N(O)NHOH. HNO
first dimerizes to yield hyponitrous acid (HN(O)NHO),
then HN(O)NHO subsequently decomposes to N２O and
H２O via intramolecular proton transition with exothermic
reaction. Here, the presence of water assists this process
(R21 and R23). Reactions in which water molecules serve
as proton-transfer agents are common. The transition
states proposed in the absence of explicit solvent
molecules typically involve highly strained rings since
these are necessary to transfer the proton from one
position in the molecule to another. The result is usually a
high energetic barrier to the reaction. The inclusion of

Figure３ Potential energy profiles for the reactions of NH２O· + OH· and HNOH· + OH·, as calculated
at the CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311++G (d, p) /SCRF= (solvent=water) level of theory.

Figure４ Potential energy profiles for the reactions of NH２O·
+ NO２· and HNOH· + NO２·, as calculated at the CBS-
QB3//�B97X-D/6-311++G (d, p) /SCRF= (solvent=
water) level of theory.

４
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solvent molecules allows the ring structure (TS21 and TS
23) to be larger and less strained, reducing the transition
state energy compared to a small, cyclic transition state
structure. Here, one or more water molecules
simultaneously accept a hydrogen atom at a lone pair site
and give up one of the original hydrogen atoms to another
molecule. In the R23, two transition states (TS23 and TS23
-2) were found as shown in Figure 6, and the second
barrier associated with N２O unbending can be negligible
due to low barrier (8.4 kJ mol-１).

3.6 Other reactions including HONO and HNO2

This work revealed that HNO２ isomerizes to HONO as
follows.

HNO２+ HNO２→ HONO + HONO (R25)

Table 1 shows HONO is thermally stable and the barrier is
determined to be 38 kJ mol-１. This calculation also shows
that HNO２ produced by H· abstraction is promptly
isomerized to HONO.
HONO can then cleave homolytically, analogous to

HNO３as follows.

HONO→ OH· + NO· (R24)

There is no significant TS from the dissociation of HONO
to form OH· and NO·. The energy change of the reaction
was determined to be 201.3 kJ mol-１ at the CBS-QB3//�B
97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent=water) level of
theory. This barrier is as large as that for HNO３homolysis,
which has a much higher barrier than other reactions
including HONO, for example, HNO３ + HONO→
�-ONONO２ + H２O (11.4 kJ mol-１)21）. Thus, the homolytic
cleavage of HONO can be omitted from any reasonable
reaction path.

3.9 A reaction scheme of radical decomposition
of aqueous HAN solution

Figure 7 depicts the radical reaction scheme generated
from this work. In this mechanism, HAN initially
dissociates to HNO３ and NH２OH. The cleavage of HNO３
triggers the radical decomposition. OH· and NO２· released
from HNO３ attack NH２OH to yield NH２O· (or HNOH),

Figure５ Potential energy profiles for the reactions of HNO +
OH· and NO２·, as calculated at the CBS-QB3//�B97X
-D/6-311++G (d, p) /SCRF= (solvent=water) level of
theory.

Figure６ Potential energy profiles for the decomposition of intermediate HNO, as calculated
at the CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311++G (d, p) /SCRF= (solvent=water) level of theory.
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HNO２ (or HONO), and H２O, after which a major part of the
NH２O· (and HNOH·) reacts with radicals (NO２· or OH·) to
give HNO, which then decomposes to N２O and two H２O
molecules via dimerization or reacts with radicals to form
NO·. NO２· abstracts H· from NH２OH, NH２O, HNOH, or HNO
to form HONO or HNO２. HNO２ can promptly isomerize to
HONO.
After producing HONO, a HONO catalytic reaction also

occurs. The energy barrier for the rate determining step
in the HONO catalytic reaction HNO３ + HONO→
�-ONONO２ + H２O is 11.4 kJ mol-１ of total electron energy
at the CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCRF=
(solvent=water) level of theory21）. The energy barrier is
much less in the HONO catalytic reaction than in the
homolytic cleavage of HNO３ (205.0 kJ mol-１) and HONO
(201.3 kJ mol-１). �-ONONO２ promptly reacts with NH２OH
with no energy barrier and the reaction regenerates HNO３
in an exothermic reaction. Therefore, we conclude that the
radical reaction proceeds with the HONO catalytic
mechanism after producing HONO. At high temperature,
which provides sufficient energy to the HAN solution and
allows the unimolecular reaction to take advantage of
entropic contributions, mass transfer (diffusion)
limitations, and dilution effects, the radical decomposition
initiated by the unimolecular reaction might overtake the

catalytic decomposition initiated by the bimolecular
reaction. An understanding of the transition to radical
reactions is important when assessing the possibility of
HAN explosions in response to thermal inputs such as
irregular combustion in a thruster. Further detailed
chemical reaction simulations are needed in the future.

4. Conclusions
The radical reaction pathway for aqueous HAN solution

was investigated based on quantum chemical calculations
performed at the�B97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent
=water) and CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)/SCRF=
(solvent=water) levels of theory. The cleavage of HNO３,
HNO３ → OH· + NO２·, was found to trigger the radical
reaction. OH· and NO２· promptly abstract H· from NH２OH
to yield NH２O· (or HNOH·), H２O and HONO (⇌ HNO２). The
trigger reaction (R1) has the highest energy barrier (205.0
kJ mol-１) in all the reactions investigated in this work. The
energy barrier is much large for the homolysis cleavage of
HNO３ than the ionic reaction reported in the previous
study21）. Although the radical reaction does not seem to
play an important role in the initial progress of aqueous
HAN solutions, the radical reaction can be initiated at high
temperature, which provides sufficient energy to break
the HO-NO２ bond in HNO３. Further detailed chemical

Table１ Important reactions associated with the radical decomposition of HAN in the aqueous phase.

No. Reaction
CBS-QB3//�B97X-D/6-311

++G(d,p)/SCRF=(solvent=water)

��０a) ����b)

R1 HNO３⇌ OH·+NO２· - 205.0
R2 NH２OH+OH·⇌ NH２O·+H２O (TS2) 10.5 －191.3
R3 NH２OH+OH·⇌ NHOH·+H２O (TS3) 5.2 －145.2
R4 NH２OH+NO２· ⇌ NH２O·+HNO２(TS4) 66.4 －1.2
R5 NH２OH+NO２· ⇌ NH２O·+HONO (TS5) 61.2 －23.8
R6 NH２OH+NO２· ⇌ NHOH·+HNO２(TS6) 34.3 44.9
R7 NH２OH+NO２· ⇌ NHOH·+HONO (TS7) 76.3 22.3
R8 NH２O·+OH·⇌ NH２(O)OH 0 －134.4
R9 NH２(O)OH⇌ HNO + H２O (TS9) 83.7 －91.6
R10 NHOH·+OH·⇌ HN(OH)２ 0 －219.8
R11 HN(OH)２⇌ HNO + H２O (TS11) 167.3 －52.4
R12 NH２O·+NO２·⇌ HNO + HNO２(TS12) 50.4 －36.0
R13 NH２O·+NO２·⇌ HNO + HONO (TS13) 41.3 －58.6
R14 NHOH· + NO２·⇌ HNO + HNO２(TS14) 44.5 －82.1
R15 NHOH· + NO２·⇌ HNO + HONO (TS15) 101.3 －104.7
R16 HNO + OH·⇌ HNO + H２O (TS16) 7.9 －293.1
R17 HNO + NO２·⇌ HNO + HNO２(TS17) 17.5 －103.0
R18 HNO + NO２·⇌ HNO + HONO (TS18) 42.2 －125.6
R19 HNO+HNO⇌ HN(O)NHO (TS19) 42.0 －138.5
R20 HN(O)NHO⇌ N(O)NHOH (TS20) 115.9 －47.0
R21 HN(O)NHO+H２O⇌ N(O)NHOH+H２O (TS21) 15.6 －47.0
R22 N(O)NHOH⇌ N２O+H２O (TS22) 222.3 －236.0
R23 N(O)NHOH+H２O⇌ N２O+2H２O (TS23, TS23-2) 95.8 －236.0
R24 HONO⇌ OH·+NO· - 201.3
R25 HONO+HONO⇌ HNO２+ HNO２(TS25) 38.3 －45.2

a) energy barrier in the forward direction [kJ mol－１]
b) total energy change of reaction [kJ mol－１]
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simulations based on this work (i.e., on radical reactions)
and previous work (initial decomposition and HONO
catalytic decomposition21）) will be conducted in the future
to clearly elucidate the details on condensed phase
decomposition of aqueous HAN solution.
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Figure７ A decomposition scheme for the radical
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